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Peter Stähli to join the board of
Renaissance Management AG

Peter Stähli, co-founder of the Swiss
Economic Forum (SEF), has been
newly elected as board member of
Renaissance Management AG. This
appointment will further strengthen
the company on its way by forging a
link between pension funds and SMEs.

Peter Stähli is the co-founder of the Swiss Economic
Forum (SEF), which he led as CEO and Chairman for 18
years and developed into a national platform for entrepreneurship. In 2016, the SEF was sold to the Neue
Zürcher Zeitung (NZZ). Today, Peter Stähli is an entrepreneur, investor and member of the Board of Directors
of several typical Swiss SME’s. He is also CEO of the Swiss
Entrepreneurs Foundation, which is under the patronage
of Federal Councillor Johann Schneider-Ammann.
“Peter Stähli brings highly valuable know-how and an
excellent network to Renaissance and therefore also to
Swiss SMEs which have been his focus and passion for the
greater part of his professional career. I am very pleased
to have such an expert on board at Renaissance and am
looking forward to our collaboration”, stated Dr. Christian
Waldvogel, Managing Partner of Renaissance.
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“My joining the Renaissance board underlines and
strengthens my continued and long-standing engagement toward Swiss SMEs”, explains Peter Stähli. “I further
believe that Renaissance establishes a unique and necessary bridge between the pension funds and the SMEs
of this country: Renaissance provides a financially attractive opportunity for Swiss pension funds, while providing
much needed financing to the numerous SMEs that will
require a succession solution outside of their own family
circle within the coming years”.
As a dedicated partner of SMEs, Renaissance finances
their succession and growth plans.

“My joining the Renaissance
board underlines and
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engagement toward Swiss
SMEs”
Peter Stähli

Renaissance activates the
best of Switzerland

Renaissance partners with Swiss SMEs to finance their growth- and succession-plans. We give preference to innovative SMEs with a turnover of between
CHF 20 and 80 million. Our investments are financed exclusively by pension
funds grouped together within our foundation. For the last 20 years, we have
offered the investors and entrepreneurs who place their trust in us a locally-based, high-quality service.
Please feel free to contact us directly to explore cooperation possibilities
together!
Contact person for investors:
Christian Waldvogel cw@renaissance.net
Contact person for entrepreneurs: Xavier Paternot
xp@renaissance.net
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